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Earth, Sky, Water:

A New Ho-Chunk Art Installation at Badger
by Melanie Tallmadge-Sainz, Little Eagle Arts Foundation (LEAF)

When the Great Sauk State Trail was being built, the Ho-Chunk Nation made a
very generous donation of $100,000 towards that project. River Arts Inc. issued a
call for artists to create a public artwork that would recognize and honor that gift.
With a committee of Ho-Chunk representatives, my submission of “Earth, Sky,
Water” from Little Eagle Arts Foundation (LEAF) was selected. (Continued on next page.)
SMALL SECTION OF NEW HO-CHUNK ART INSTALLATION ON GREAT SAUK TRAIL
PHOTO: George Archibald
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Earth, Sky, Water
Little Eagle Arts
Foundation (LEAF)
was founded
in 2013 and is
dedicated to
cultural preservation through
the promotion of
art, creativity, and
community. LEAF
is a nonprofit, Native-directed organization dedicated
to preserving and
promoting American Indian art by
cultivating the entrepreneurial spirit
of American Indian/First Nations
artists in order to
achieve success
and promote a
cycle of economic
security in Indian
Country. LEAF has
established a reputation of providing
quality educational
programs that support Native artists
from the 11 federally recognized
tribes of Wisconsin, and it regularly
collaborates with
organizations including the Overture Center for the
Arts, Wormfarm
Institute, H.H.
Bennett Museum,
Ho-Chunk Nation
Museum and
Cultural Center,
Nature Center
at Devil’s Lake,
Reedsburg ArtsLink, Aldo Leopold Foundation,
Kilbourn Public
Library, and the
Mount Horeb Historical Society.
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(continued)

THE EARTH, SKY,
WATER PROJECT was
designed to incorporate
Ho-Chunk heritage into
a ceramic tile mural
that embraces the Sauk
Prairie and the Ho-Chunk
Nation’s land at Badger,
Maa Wakacak (pronounced mah wah kah
chuk, English translation:
Sacred Land). In LEAF’s
original project proposal,
ten LEAF roster artists
and 90-100 children from the Ho-Chunk Nation (HCN) Youth Learning Centers in Madison,
Baraboo, and Nekoosa would create the mural at
LEAF’s studio at Maa Wakacak. COVID-19 forced
LEAF to make significant adjustments when
the decision was made to close all HCN youth
centers. CDC recommendations would limit our
studio groups’ size, and safe social distancing
protocol would affect the studio set-up and
the interaction between adult artists and youth
participants. A revised project required medical
equipment and supplies for maintaining additional hand washing and lavatory stations and a
space with socially distanced worktables.
To best facilitate the need to design, create, and
install a tile mural with significantly fewer helping
hands, LEAF enlisted its affiliation with the Rural
Urban FLOW initiative. FLOW brings together
creative community members from rural Sauk

County with urban Madison and Milwaukee.
Milwaukee artist and master ceramicist Muneer
Bahauddeen co-led the creation of the mural with
me, LEAF’s founding director. I am a potter and
visual artist, cultural arts presenter, and a member of the Ho-Chunk Nation. Milwaukee artist
Martina Patterson was the apprentice, to learn
from and aid the co-leaders in the creation, firing,
glazing, and installation of the tile mural, along
with Felix Sainz, Jr., carpenter/builder, and Katherine Clausius, metal welder/fabricator. A total
of 26 Ho-Chunk tribal members of the Leonard,
Funmaker-Jones, Stacy, Lonetree, and Sweet
families created over 300 tiles needed to fill the
six sections of the 6’X 12’ installation.
Throughout August and September, over 200
volunteer hours were put into the tile glazing
and firing processes. The tiles were fired at the
Wormfarm Institute ceramic studio in Reedsburg. As a culminating event, the unveiling of the
mural and two Native Art Marketplace events
took place during Fermentation Fest, September
26-27, and October 3-4. The culminating event
was scheduled to coincide with Fermentation
Fest’s Farm Art Dtour. LEAF hosted approximately 350 visitors throughout the two weekends,
with approximately 50 participants attending the
unveiling ceremony. LEAF received wonderful
promotion through the Hocak Worak tribal newsletter, Madison television stations 3 and 27, and
online publications: Driftless Now and Copper
Skillet Media.
The purpose of Earth, Sky, Water: A Creative
Community Building Project was to showcase
the creative process and the importance of
cultivating and celebrating our diverse, creative
community. It was successfully accomplished
by involving professional teaching artists that are
experienced educators and people of color. LEAF
cultivated a culture and climate of safety and
trust that allowed each participant the opportunity to share their formal arts instruction along
with Ho-Chunk clan systems, tribal biological and
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Introducing Rebecca Dymzarov
The Alliance’s new Executive Director
ity worldwide, which
includes access to the
natural environment.
With this heightened
awareness, I will work
towards achieving our
mission more equitably.

Becca’s
Corner
by Becca Dymzarov,
Executive Director

I AM HONORED and
excited to lead the
Sauk Prairie Conservation Alliance. I believe
whole-heartedly in the
Alliance’s core values to integrate land
protection, ecological
restoration, research,
conservation, agriculture and community
participation to conserve and care for
lands. My life’s work is
to advance the preservation, restoration
and enjoyment of such
spaces.
I first discovered the
Badger site while
working as part of a
DNR intern crew in the
late 1990s. We visited
Badger almost weekly, removing invasive
species and planting
and nurturing a native
plant nursery. When I
saw the job posting for

the Executive Director
position with Sauk
Prairie Conservation
Alliance, I felt like I
had come full circle.
The more I learned,
the more I became
convinced that my
25-year career in land
restoration, protection,
volunteer recruitment
and environmental
education, combined
with my values, were
ideally matched to
furthering the mission
of the Alliance. Thanks
to a dedicated group
of community leaders,
supporters, and Charlie
Luthin’s work as the
first executive director,
this organization has a
strong base from which
to grow. Some of the
most rewarding work
I’ve done involved helping nonprofits through
the next phase of

organizational growth. I
take an entrepreneurial
approach to solving
problems, focusing
collective energy, and
for building institutional
momentum.
I have an undergraduate degree with a
concentration in ecology from Evergreen
State College and later
earned a graduate degree from UW-Madison
from the Nelson Institute for Environmental
Studies with a focus on
Restoration Ecology.
I have previously
worked in Wisconsin,
California, and Oregon
for organizations such
as Rock River Coalition,
Mississippi Valley Conservancy, The Nature
Conservancy, United
States Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Service and Wisconsin

Earth, Sky, Water

(continued)

agricultural knowledge, and knowledge about the
use of clay amongst indigenous peoples of the
world. Each tile-making workshop brought together groups of Ho-Chunk families and non-Indian
participants representing a multigenerational and
multicultural audience.
LEAF was excited with the successful response
to bringing a community art studio concept to

Department of Natural
Resources. In addition,
I also have several
years of experience as
a college level educator
teaching environmental
science. Growing up
in Southern Wisconsin
provided me with both
a familiarity and a love
of our local natural
resources.
Due to Covid-19, this
year has been fraught
with new challenges
and I expect that there
will continue to be challenges in the upcoming
year. Although I do not
want to downplay what
has been a tragic year
for many, the pandemic
has led to new opportunities such as the
use of technology to
reach larger audiences. We’ve also seen
more focus on social
and economic inequal-

We will continue to
focus on partnerships
with our landowners,
advocating for restoration of the Badger
Lands to prairie and oak
savanna and using the
Badger Lands to both
engage and provide
educational opportunities to young people
and the community at
large.
For me, there is much
to learn in the coming
weeks and months. I
have been working in
conservation for almost
25 years and one thing
I’ve learned is that,
when it comes to managing and leading you
need to learn from the
people on the ground.
I will be reaching out
to gather your stories,
ideas, and advice. But
please feel free to
share your suggestions
with me at any time:
saukprairieconservation@gmail.com. I look
forward to hearing from
you!

Maa Wakacak. Because of this LEAF will submit
a proposal to the Ho-Chunk Nation to renew the
lease of the Old Badger Firehouse in March of
2021. Future programming includes youth art
workshops designed for the children of Bluffview
Village and the Ho-Chunk Nation housing communities, Gifts from Mother Earth adult master
instructor workshop series, and other art and culturally based gatherings that celebrated the visual,
performing, and culinary arts of the area.
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New Homes—and a New Future
for Badger’s Historic Apples
by Curt Meine

IN THE SPRING OF 2014 the Alliance began its project to conserve the historic
apple trees of the Badgerlands. In 2020, despite the disruption of COVID-19,
the work of the “Badger Apple Corps” has continued, and reached an exciting
milestone. After six years of locating, marking, and mapping more than 150
apple trees, and three years of grafting and growing out the young “graftees”
in our nursery, young trees descended from the Badgerland apple “veterans”
have for the first time been transplanted to permanent homes.
Dan Bussey and Rob Nurre
ready a newly dug apple tree
for transplanting into a new
site. PHOTO: Curt Meine

The original aim of the project was to use grafted
trees to develop a memorial orchard on site, to
recognize the sacrifice of the 74 farm families
removed from the land when the Badger Army
Ammunition Plant was established in 1942. We
also wanted to provide trees to descendants
of those farm families, as a way to honor their
ancestors. And we’d planned to begin that work
in the spring of 2020.

family. (The Badger Plant included four former
Kindschi farms, and three generations of Kindschis have been devoted volunteers on the apple
project since we began.)

But plans and coronaviruses don’t always cooperate. Due to the pandemic we had to cancel our
annual tree grafting and pruning workshops in
March, and abandon our hopes to transplant
trees in April. But growing trees don’t wait! The
first cohort of successful graftees, 47 trees from
the “Class of 2017,” were outgrowing the nursery space. Somehow we would need to make
progress.

And so, in September, the Badger Apple Corps
went to work transplanting trees from the nursery, under the watchful guidance of our apple
guru, Dan Bussey. The Sauk Prairie hospital now
hosts seven trees along walking trails on the east
side of its campus. The Culver Library has three
trees immediately adjacent to the Great Sauk
State Trail. Dennis and Eric Kindschi pulled up to
the nursery with a small moving van and drove
off with ten trees. In their new homes, these first
transplanted trees will grow to honor the Badger
farmsteads from which they came: Steuber and
Welch and Shimniok, Bass and Eschenbach and
Kurtz, Waffenschmidt and Roick and Burkhardt.

Fortunately, even as frustrations mounted, new
opportunities blossomed. Over the summer, administrators at Sauk Prairie Healthcare expressed
interest in “adopting” trees for the hospital
grounds on the west side of Prairie du Sac. Then
the new George Culver Community Library in
Sauk City came forward to accept a few trees.
Our friends in the Kindschi family said they would
love to have trees to share with their extended

We were not able to transplant as many trees
this year as we’d hoped, but the work gave
us experience that will allow us to make more
headway in 2021. We’ll need it! Even as we
were finishing up work in the fall, more exciting
news arrived. Planners for Sauk Prairie’s new
Culver Community Park, adjacent to the hospital,
reached out to express interest in including a
small orchard in their blueprints. Others now
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Dairy Forage Research Center Update
by Dr. Alison Duff, Ecologist
DESPITE THE CHALLENGES related to
COVID-19, research continues at the U.S. Dairy
Forage Research Center’s (USDFRC) Prairie du
Sac facility. The FarmLab team is wrapping up
its second field season collecting soil health
and emissions measurements to ground-truth
the development of our farm-scale carbon and
energy model. In partnership with colleagues at
the University of Wisconsin (UW), and postdoctoral scientist Dr. Susi Wiesner, we launched a
new project in 2020 to compare economic and
environmental performance of plot-scale forages
along a continuum of plant perenniality and diversity. This project, funded through the UW’s Dairy
Innovation Hub, will continue through 2022.

Planning is also underway for development of
a new dairy at Prairie du Sac, with a projected
timeline of 5-7 years to completion. The new
dairy is being developed to advance the opportunities for exploration of systems-level questions
of agricultural sustainability, in alignment with the
USDFRC’s mission and the vision of the Badger
Reuse Plan.

Forestry mowing completed in
fall 2019 significantly reduced
shrub cover in pasture areas;
compare with untreated areas
in the background. Volunteers
assisted with shrub clearing in
fence lines and areas that were
inaccessible to mowing equipment. Shrub control on pasture
acres will continue this fall.
PHOTO: Alison Duff

While COVID-19 restrictions have limited our
outreach opportunities in 2020, we look forward
to welcoming the public to visit these projects
for a field day when conditions improve. Please
contact me (alison.duff@usda.gov), if you would
like to be added to a FarmLab email listserve to
receive volunteer or event announcements.

Badger’s Historic Apples (continued)
Eric Kindschi reflects
on Badger apple trees
The Badger Ordnance Works displaced
over 70 farm families including some of
the fourth generation of Kindschis who
worked Sauk Prairie land. The sixth,
seventh, and eighth generations of our
Wisconsin family helped the Badger Apple
Corps graft tissue collected from apple
trees rediscovered on other families’
homesteads and plant trees to preserve
those varieties for future generations.
These trees honor all the families that lost
their farms to the ammunition plant in
1942. They also celebrate Wisconsin’s agricultural heritage, the bounty of the Sauk
Prairie, and the resilience of the land and
its peoples.
After three years in ground that was once
part of Roy and Lillian (Hill) Kindschi’s
farm, some trees are leaving for new
homes (including ours!) to enrich other
land in Wisconsin - as so many Badger
families did before them.

wanting to adopt trees include the USDA Dairy
Forage Research Center, the Ho-Chunk Nation,
Park Hall in Sauk City, Silverwood County Park
in Dane County, and several more descendants
of Badger families. In ways we could not have
planned, the historic apple trees of Badger have
generated community enthusiasm well beyond
the lands where they grow!
Let’s hope that, by the spring of 2021, the Badger
Apple Corps can again go fully back to work. We
plan to resume our grafting and pruning workshops, develop interpretive signs for the new
plantings, continue work in our apple nursery, and
transplant many more trees. If you are interested
in volunteering on any of these activities, please
contact the Alliance. We also welcome your
financial support for this fun and fascinating work.
The Badger Apple Corps thanks all who have contributed time, permission, funds, and enthusiasm
to this year’s work: the Badger landowners (the
Ho-Chunk Nation, Wisconsin DNR, and USDA
Dairy Forage Research Center); Sauk Prairie
Healthcare; George Culver Community Library;
and our hardy volunteers.

New “transplant” at
Sauk Prairie Hospital.
PHOTO: Curt Meine
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Restoration Efforts of
the Great Sauk Trail
Begin!
by Jeb Barzen

Alliance volunteers assist with
brush clearing along Great
Sauk Trail corridor in late
October.
PHOTOS: Sara Hausser

I AM TASKED WITH developing a restoration
plan for the 4+ mile Great Sauk Trail (GST) corridor which runs through the heart of the former
Badger Army Ammunition Plant. The lands that
comprise the former Badger Plant are now
owned by the Ho-Chunk Nation, the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, U.S. Dairy
Forage Research Center and Bluffview Sanitary
District. The right-of-way and GST are owned by
the Wisconsin Department of Transportation, and
Sauk County is tasked with managing the trail.
The Sauk Prairie Conservation Alliance promotes
collaboration among these varied government
agencies/landowners, so taking on the restoration of the Great Sauk Trail corridor is one of
those wonderful opportunities for the Alliance.
This past summer I mapped aspects of the GST
relevant to our future restoration efforts: current
vegetation along the trail, soil type, slopes and
land use of parcels adjacent to the GST. Soils, of
course, shape what we might plant. Dryer soils,

for example, would better host little bluestem
rather than Canada bluejoint. Slopes and existing
vegetation suggest how much preparation work
might be needed before a seed gets sown. Land
use nearby suggests where our first plantings
might best augment existing or planned restoration efforts. Dorn Moore and the International
Crane Foundation have graciously translated
these trail notes into a GIS database that can be
used by the Alliance and all other landowners for
future planning. That database is nearly ready.
Of course, some of the largest challenges of any
restoration effort relate to deciding what species
and ecosystems should be the target of our restorative efforts. The search for appropriate plant
species that are native to the Sauk Prairie led
me back to ecologists of previous centuries as
well as previous decades. Herman Lueders, for
example, characterized well over 300 species of
native plants that were found on the Sauk Prairie
during the early days of European settlement.
Recent surveys by Ted Cochrane, Hugh Iltis, Ken
Lange, Kathy Thompson and James Welch have
augmented Herman Lueders’ list to what likely
will surpass 350 plant species.
Knowing what species belong in the Sauk Prairie
differs strikingly from knowing where we can
find seed to re-establish these species using local genotypes. I am now making a map that lists
potential locations of the plant species listed for
the Sauk Prairie so that Alliance volunteers might
know where they can collect seeds. For species
that are difficult to establish (e.g. orchids) we
will identify alternative approaches like working
with experts such as Bluestem Farm to propagate these difficult-to-establish species. Finally,
developing an overall strategy for how we might
actually implement the re-establishment of this
wide array of species will provide the matrix of
the restoration plan.
It is a grand opportunity to begin prairie restoration along the Great Sauk Trail. Come join us in
that restoration effort and revel in the unfolding
over the next few decades as the maturing Sauk
Prairie expands our horizons.
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Sauk Prairie
State Recreation
Area (SPSRA)
UPDATE
by Nancy Frost, DNR Wildlife Biologist
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“2020 HAS BEEN AN INTERESTING YEAR.” I
think that is a statement we have all made. The DNR
had received grant money for invasive species control
to use by the end of June. This funding supported habitat management projects on two areas with contracted
“forestry mowing” (brush clearing with a large piece of
equipment) in late winter-early spring. The target areas
included state land along the east side of the Great
Sauk Trail and an area south of the Hillside Prairie. Unfortunately, due to the pandemic, we were unable to
do prescribed burning this spring. Until we could figure
out protocols to keep staff safe while working, field
work was at a standstill until June.
Once field work resumed, the DNR continued contract
work that included spraying of invasive shrubs that
were forestry mowed in past years. We were also
able to conduct several successful summer prescribed
burns. Research has shown that growing season burns
have good success on invasive shrubs. We were able
to burn three locations this year and hope to do more
of it in the future.
If you have taken a drive through the Sauk Prairie State
Recreation Area in the past couple of months, you have
probably noticed an area fenced along the main road. The
fence defines an area where cattle grazing will be introduced starting in 2021. Grazing is another management
tool that has been used successfully in other locations
around the state and that we can use for habitat management on state lands; the SPSRA Master Plan encourages
experimental grazing as a management tool. We are excited to have this project moving forward.

Ken Frank

Great Sauk State Trail.

completed for the season,
Ken went to work through
summer and fall with loppers
in hand to clear additional
brush where the equipment
was unable to work.

The Trail is on a former
railroad bed. Years of disuse
allowed time for invasive
shrubs to invade both sides
of the rail corridor. One of our
loyal members/volunteers—
Ken Frank--took a personal
interest in the prairie corridor
idea. Ken spent countless
hours working alone this summer marking potential hazards
on the DNR’s side of the
corridor, making way for the
eventual “forestry mowing”
to clear large swaths of vegetation without harming the
expensive equipment. Once
the forestry mowing was

Thanks to Ken’s heroic volunteer efforts, a large swath of
the prairie corridor on state
land is now clear of brush.
During volunteer work events
in September and October,
many Alliance volunteers
joined Ken to clear even
more of the encroaching
brush along the Trail by hand.
The Alliance is helping plan a
portion of the prairie corridor
immediately adjoining the
Trail (see article on page 6).
In several years’ time, the old
rail bed—now Trail—will be a
showcase of restored native
prairie.

Volunteer of the Year
FOR TWO DECADES, the
Alliance has depended upon
volunteers to accomplish its
ambitious restoration work at
Badger, both when the Army
managed the property and
more recently after the State
of Wisconsin took over management of almost half of
the Badger Lands. Although
our primary volunteer focus
has been the prairie remnant
dubbed “Hillside Prairie,” in
2019 we discussed with the
three primary Badger landowners a new restoration effort that would engage each
landowner and the Alliance—
restoration of a “prairie
corridor” on both sides of the
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Ways to Support the Alliance
• Be certain your membership is current!
• Make a special donation in honor or in memory of someone
you care for
• Over 70 ½ years of age? You can make a direct tax-free donation to the Alliance from an IRA account!
• Include the Alliance in your estate plan
• Name the Alliance as a beneficiary to a life insurance policy
• Live in the Sauk City area? Consider volunteering for us!
the Sauk Prairie Conservation Alliance’s vision
Yes, Itosupport
create a conservation future for the former 7,400-acre
Badger lands! My contribution is enclosed.
You may also gift online at saukprairievision.org.

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Email

Phone

Giving Categories:
$25
$50

Please send me a poster

$100

I would like a limited edition,
signed & numbered print

$200
$500
$1,000
Other______________________

For donations at or above the $50 level, you can
receive a poster of the painting, “Sauk Prairie
Remembers. A Vision for the Future” by Victor Bahktin.
For a gift of $100 or more, you may request a high
quality, limited edition signed and numbered print of
the painting (value of $150!).
MAIL YOUR DONATION TO:
Sauk Prairie Conservation Alliance
PO Box 403
Baraboo, WI 53913

